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Details. This Nissan Pathfinder is equipped with luxury car-level features. Just minutes away!
We will pay the most for your trade -- And help you with easy financing and easy terms -- visit
us today. We will also buy your car or truck even if you don't buy from us -- easy no hassle
experience. Why should you choose an Auto Ranch Dealership? We provide a totally
hassle-free purchase experience that's completely transparent, with no games or gimmicks. Our
pre-discounted guaranteed Best Prices are posted on every vehicle and on the Internet, so
everyone gets a great deal! Smart shoppers find our prices are better than any other retailer
around. In fact, each month, people come from all around the Western United States to make
their car or truck purchase at the Auto Ranch. That's how we've grown to be among the largest
local dealer groups in the area. We are proud to announce a brand new location in Fruitland,
Idaho. Or see all of our stores at Description: Used Nissan Pathfinder This fun to drive vehicle is
V6 3. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an offer on
your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple
locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our
Pueblo Location Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. On almost any road condition, this
Nissan Pathfinder SE offers solid performance, reliability, and comfort. This 4WD-equipped
vehicle will handle beautifully on any terrain and in any weather condition your may find
yourself in. The benefits of driving a 4 wheel drive vehicle, such as this Nissan Pathfinder SE,
include superior traction and stability. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. We are a 'Best Price Store' and our consultants are not paid commission. We want you
enjoy our no haggle, no hassle and no pressure buying experience. Recent Arrival! Drive a
Little, Save a Lot! Please call, email or submit a lead and we will reserve your vehicle of choice
and schedule a test drive. Our Store is working diligently to ensure the safety of our staff and
guests per the CDC guidelines for safety. Odometer is miles below market average! If you're
looking for a well maintained pre-owned Nissan Pathfinder for your personal or business use,
look no further! You'll find our inventory of competitively priced trucks and vans can
accommodate any business from painters to pool companies! Below you'll find a list of features
included with this vehicle specifically. Vehicle OptionsV6, 3. Same day registration including
new NYS plates, plate transfers, as well as out-of-state transit permits all done at the time of
purchase. Vehicles are all sold 'turn key' ready to drive. Our full service in-house repair shop
runs every vehicle through a comprehensive point mechanical inspection. VISIT We offer FREE
local no-contact delivery. Hablamos un poco Espanol. Off-road or on the street, this Nissan
Pathfinder S handles with ease. This 4WD-equipped vehicle will handle majestically on any
terrain and in any weather condition your may find yourself in. The benefits of driving an Four
Wheel Drive vehicle, such as this NissanPathfinder S, include superior acceleration, improved
steering, and increased traction and stability. This is about the time when youre saying it is too
good to be true, and let us be the ones to tell you, it is absolutely true. Vroom is a national
online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered
straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive inventory of
low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy online
financing and new inventory added every day. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it
delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom
offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom.
Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage
and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every
Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a
vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site.
Dont Pay More! Many dealers will surprise you with hidden fees that are additional to the
advertised price. This does not happen at OffLeaseOnly. You can even skip the dealership all
together if you wish. We have Four State-of-the-Art locations throughout Florida and we can't
wait to help you save thousands on your next purchase! Start shopping online now at
OffLeaseOnly. Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, license, processing and dealer
fees, and destination charges. The Nissan CPO Vehicle Program has been designed to offer
pre-owned Nissan vehicles to consumers that meet Nissans high mechanical and safety
standards. Benefits include: Emergency Roadside Assistance, towing assistance, and trip
interruption for the duration of the warranty. Thank you for your interest in one of Titan's online

offerings. Please continue for more information regarding this Nissan Pathfinder 4X4 S with
15,mi. This Nissan Pathfinder 4X4 S is an incredibly versatile vehicle that is a ""must have"" for
any family. This vehicle comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and
dirt to give you the edge over anything you might encounter on the road. A Nissan with as few
miles as this one is a rare find. This Pathfinder 4X4 S was gently driven and it shows. As part of
a culture that values our team, our mission is people-focused with results that speak for
themselves. Our expert employees hold a deep knowledge of our BMW inventory, and are eager
to come to work each day to share their skills, their passion, and their expertise. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. SV trim, Gun Metallic exterior and Charcoal interior.
New Price! All vehicles are subject to prior sale and availability. Price does not include
applicable tax, title, license, processing, dealer fees, and dealer installed options. All Acura
Certified Pre-Owned vehicles have been through a point inspection. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4,
Hybrid 4. Cylinders 4 cylinders 4 6 cylinders 4, 8 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Certified
Pre-Owned. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Well built little SUV Truck. I bought this truck at a dealership that had
55k on it. It was the best vehicle that I ever owned. The body and the frame will go before the
motor will. I put over k mileage on this vehicle before I put it to rest this spring! Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by
mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure.
Feel more special with customized embroidered seat covers. They add a special touch to your
vehicle's interior. Being sewn onto the headrest area, the Color: Black. This clothes hanger
provides a great way to transport your suits, jackets, trousers, and other clothes in your car
without getting them soiled or wrinkled. The modular plug Provides a smart, user-friendly
hanging solution for your clothes Ultrasonically welded for exceptional durability and longevity.
Make those long journeys more enjoyable for your rear passengers with this Rixxu car tablet
holder. Designed to mount between a car headrest and car seat, it offers passengers a
convenient Safe headrest mount fits to most headrest poles Double extension design can hold
firmly most mobile devices. Made of durable, water-resistant polyester fabric, a Motor Maid
trash The filemaster efficiency desk features a special opening in the top of the desk for a
second storage area with hanging File folders. The File folders face the driver which makes it
X-Grip phone mount Provide space to store file folders such that they face the driver, making it
easier to see and access your papers. Safeguard your cup holder from beverage drips and
condensation with this versatile, easy-to-clean coaster. Featuring innovative and stylish design,
this officially-licensed Protects surfaces from moisture and beverage overflow Can be trimmed
to fit any size of a cup holder. Material: Carhartt Duck Weave. Give the back of your seats the
rugged protection and style that Carhartt is known for. Carhartt Seatback Organizer rear seat
Material: Polyester. Superior grade materials for ultimate protection Robust and smart design
ensures great quality. Dimensions: 38" x 15" x 7". You do need a roomy organizer in your auto
like this one by Rola. It features an exclusive, spring-loaded, self-opening system and rigid base
with Instant organization for trunks or cargo space of any size Moveable interior dividers
accommodate a variety of gear. Introducing a unique and convenient caddy to keep your trash
tidy. No more flimsy trash cans tipping over at every turn or having to reach behind your seat or
passenger floor. Its innovative Make a lasting impression while protecting your car from
moisture with the Plasticolor Auto Coasters. All Auto Cup Holders are officially licensed and
made With Tactical Seat Covers by Coverking, you'll be able to conveniently store your fishing
gear, tools, etc. The AutoExec WheelMate Extreme attaches easily to your steering wheel by
turning the steering wheel upside down and placing on the lower half of the wheel. Convert your
steering wheel into The highest grade materials and the latest technologies Easy to use.
Dimensions: 17"L x 14"W x Whether you're a business professional, service provider or soccer
mom; traveling in or out of the vehicle just got much easier. With an extremely durable outer
shell This 16 gauge steel storage box features the Pry-Guard Locking System and mounts
anywhere there is available space. Pry-Guard locking system strengthened by a hemmed lid and
10 tumbler double bitted key Grade 8 mounting hardware provided. Rugged Ridge believes in
enjoying the outdoors responsibly, and a big part of that is not leaving your trash behind when
you leave the trail. To make it easy to tote out what you Provides a generous cubic inches, or 3
gallons of storage Easily attaches to seat back with straps that slide over the head rest. Storage

in off-road vehicles can be limited, and valuables can be hard to store with confidence.
Painstakingly designed to match your security needs Made with extreme attention to detail.
Dimensions: 10" L x 5" W x 16" H. The Center Console Trash Bag contains your trash and the
smells that go along with it with its drawstring top closure. You can trust Large size is perfect
for extended road trips and family outings Accessible from front and rear seats. The AutoExec
WheelMate attaches easily to your steering wheel by turning the steering wheel upside down
and placing on the lower half of the wheel. Convert your steering wheel into an ergonomic
Lightweight construction Comes with a tablet cutout. Dimensions: 1"H x 0. Clean up with Car
Nap â€” Stop using your tissues to clean-up after eating. Finally, a napkin holder for your car
that actually works. Car Nap is a unique, Available in 2 sizes, it features sturdy, waterproof,
fabric construction, Keeps your vehicle and cargo organized Ideal for use in car trunks and SUV
cargo areas. Pilot Organizer is designed to provide excellent storage facility during
transportation for all your electronic devices, glasses and even your drink. Fully leak proof so
Mounts to your car vent or dash Water-resistant holder. This product is a must-have for every
driver who wants to keep all necessary stuff organized and at hand. Featuring a tubular shape, it
can be mounted Mounts to anything 4" to 0. Zips open to expose four separate compartments
with clear windows. Material: Polycotton. Give the back of your seats the protection and
organization that every vehicle needs. The little trash bag has a single strap to hand from your
head rest or your seat. This product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to
come. Designed using state-of-the-art Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to
match rigorous quality standards. A simple solution to keeping your stuff cornered when taking
corners. Unlike trunk organizers with limited space when you need them and taking up space
when you don't, the cargo corners secure more stuff Dimensions: 3. Securely attaches to the
sun visor, does not obstruct drivers view. Store and access your glasses and shades neatly and
safely. Fits all NHRA-approved, this quick release fire extinguisher mount is Baja-proven! It
features CNC-machined T6 billet aluminum construction with a red, anodized, quick release
NHRA-approved Can be installed in just about any location. A convenient, erasable note board
that mounts to your visor. Perfect for reminders and phone numbers. The acrylic writing board
is clear and looks good with any interior color. Adjustable clips fit all Delivers the ultimate in
convenience Ideal for reminders and phone numbers. The AutoExec Gripmaster was designed
to support traditional writing and working with a laptop or tablet. The top surface of this desk is
covered with a rubber non-skid material that ensures a The large storage area underneath is
great for office supplies The GripMaster can be easily secured with the seat belt in the
passenger seat. This fold flat module storage box is made for portable storage. Lightweight,
durable, and ergonomic padded handles make carrying the Gear Box effortless. The optimus
prime Black PVC. All Auto Cup Holders are officially This top-grade product is expertly made in
compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and
high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from Magnetic mount or cup holder mount options
Guaranteed to deliver reliable, long-lasting service. This product comes with insulated divider
for food and chiller for drinks cooling. Also, inside zippered storage and outside storage pouch.
Deluxe shoulder strap makes it easy to carry. Painstakingly designed to keep your drinks
chilled Made from the highest-grade materials. Custom design for use in Jeep glove boxes.
Special pockets allow you to effectively organize owners manuals, maps, tire gauges, vehicle
registration and more. Constructed of durable nylon OE replacement and custom Custom
designed for each application. Trucks and SUVs driven off-road put extreme demands on parts,
much more than factory or ordinary aftermarket parts can handle. To make sure your rig can
make it to the far ends of the trail Over 55 years' experience manufacturing 4WD equipment
Innovative design and engineering. Keep muck off your CDs and add style to your vehicle's
interior with this tough and slick looking CD visor holder from Plasticolor. Individual slots
create Designed to safely organize and store CDs in your vehicle Individual slots for maximum
convenience and organization. Keeping the road warrior comfortable while working in a vehicle
can be a challenge; however, with the reach desk front seat. All of their problems are solved this
desk is the most ergonomic vehicle Dimensions: 6. Attaches easily to your car visor and holds
your sunglasses securely in place. Mounts to The Sun Visor Secures and protects your
sunglass when not in use. Get in or out of any car with ease! Getting in and out of the backseat
can be a chore for many. Attaching to the front Designed using state-of-the-art technology and
with customers in Dimensions: 14"L x 8"W x 10"H. With an extremely durable outer shell and
padded inner walls, the Mini Durable Denier luggage material The highest grade materials and
the latest technologies. Looking for a handy way to transport and store your spare seat? Pick
out this durable black ballistic nylon tote by VDP to get the job done. Featuring six tented
portholes, this Constructed of durable black ballistic nylon Six tented portholes for continued
ventilation and breathing. This versatile organizer is designed to fit into the rear cup holders

and provide needed storage space. It has 2 storage compartments, a larger one that can hold
drinks and ice, and a Made of sturdy vinyl material for extra cargo protection Designed to fit
right behind the rear seat. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in
mind, this product by WARN will last a lifetime. Whether on the trail or in the garage, the durable
Epic Tool Roll Organizer is a convenient place to keep wrenches or travel accessories. Sit, Eat
and Play! Perfect for playing or eating safely in the car, plane, train or stroller. Mesh pockets
keeps item like toys, books or snack Contoured design for comfy fit around child Strap secures
around child and unbuckles easily for quick removal. This top-grade product is expertly made in
compliance with stringent Will help bring excitement to your outdoor adventures Unique,
dependable, and functional. To make sure your rig can make it to the far ends of the trail and
Converts any single bar Gun Rack to a Case Rack. Designed using state-of-the-art technology A
perfect add-on to the dash cover that is available in the same fabric options. The Utility Caddy
will allow you store all of your items handy and keep car interior clean and organized. Pleasant
to the touch material Helpful accessory to hold papers, iPod, etc. Dimensions: 2. This trunk
organizer allows you to add some style to your trunk while organizing and maximizing the
amount of space available. Dimensions: 10" H x Featuring a sleek design, high quality
components, and the ability to create a fully customised system tailored to your requirements,
the Outback Solutions range is the answer to all of your storage Engineered for both on and off
road touring Modular units allow greater flexibility if needs change in the future. Color: Birch.
The File folders face the Provide space to store file folders such that they face the driver,
making it easier to see and access your papers Desktop features a nonskid material. Next Some
accessories are just so right for your vehicle that you really wonder how it is that the car
manufacturers did not offer them from the factory. These ideal Popular Searches. The monthly
payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease,
you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. The ratings are based
on a star system and can vary by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to
give you a great price on the new Nissan Pathfinder. This is how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0
Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Additionally, find Nissan Pathfinder warranty and reliability
information, such as limits on bumper-to-bumper coverage and major components. Compare all
Nissan Pathfinder models side-by-side. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower
the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May
require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. See Used
Listings. Front Anti-Roll Bar. Front Seat Type. Reading Lights. Roof Features. For a list of
safety-related features, please check the Safety section. Buying With CarsDirect We have
partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Nissan
Pathfinder. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help
you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Nissan Pathfinder By Year Preview
New Used Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

